Acoustic Properties for the Kazakh Velar and Uvular Distribution
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Abstract. Kazakh has an asymmetrical dorsal consonant inventory. Velars and uvulars are involved in two restrictions. First, the dorsal consonants are restricted in their place of articulation depending on neighbouring vowels. Velars appear in front vowel environments and uvulars appear in back vowel environment. Second, the dorsal consonants are restricted in voicing in the stem-final position. Voiceless velars and uvulars appear word-finally, while voiced velars and uvulars appear intervocally with a following vowel-initial suffix. The existing descriptions regarding Kazakh dorsals contain limited amounts of data, and so an elicitation-based production experiment using nonce words with a native Kazakh speaker was conducted. Different acoustic properties, including closure duration, voice onset time, frication duration, centre of gravity, vowel duration, and F2 values, were examined with the purpose of determining whether the speaker varied in their production of target velars and uvulars that could distinguish between place of articulation and voicing. The acoustic properties reveal that the place of articulation restriction is not productive, while the voicing restriction is productive.
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1. Introduction. Many Turkic languages have consonant inventories that include velar and uvular (dorsal) consonants. While the specific consonant inventories can vary within this language family, many exhibit place of articulation and voicing restrictions. Little descriptive work is available on these restrictions in Turkic languages and so my research aims to bridge the gap in the literature by looking at Kazakh velars and uvulars and focusing on the morpheme boundary.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents background information about what is known about Kazakh velars and uvulars. Section 3 presents the guiding research questions and a short description of the elicitations with one native Kazakh speaker. Section 4 presents the acoustic results from the speaker’s recordings. Section 5 presents some main discussion points that arose from the results. Section 6 briefly concludes.

2. Background. This section provides details of what is already known about velars and uvulars in Kazakh. First, the number of velar and uvular consonants is asymmetrical (§2.1). Second, the place restriction exhibits velar and uvular alternants depending on neighbouring vowels (§2.2). Native Kazakh words show velars appearing in front vowel environments and uvulars appearing in back vowel environments (Muhamedowa 2016). Third, the voicing restriction depends on the position of the stem-final velars and uvulars within a word (§2.3). Word-final velars and uvulars are voiceless and stem-final intervocalic velars and uvulars are voiced with a following vowel-initial suffix (Kara 2002). Fourth, loanwords, including words containing /x/, are exceptions to vowel harmony and can remain nonharmonic (§2.4) (Bekturova & Bekturov 1996). Nothing is
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known about what happens to the voiceless fricative /x/ found in loanwords and it is unclear whether /x/ exhibits any place of articulation or voicing restrictions.

2.1. **Velar and Uvular Consonant Inventory.** The velar and uvular consonant inventory in Kazakh is asymmetrical. The number of velars and uvulars is imbalanced, as the inventory shows in (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stops</strong></td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[ɡ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fricatives</strong></td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several details to take notice of in the inventory above. First, there are no voiced alternates for the velar fricative and the uvular stop. There is also no voiceless alternant for the uvular fricative. Second, there is a disparity in the place restriction. [k] alternates with [q] while maintaining voicing and manner of articulation, but [ɡ] alternates with [ʁ] while maintaining voicing but not manner of articulation (see Muhamedowa 2016). Third, there is a disparity in the voicing restriction. [k] alternates with [ɡ] in voicing while maintaining manner of articulation, but [q] alternates with [ʁ] in voicing without maintaining manner of articulation (see Kara 2002). Fourth, the segment found in loanwords, [x], can alternate freely with [q] (e.g., [xɑt]~[qɑt] ‘letter’ (Bekturova & Bekturov 1996)), whereby the alternation differs in both place and manner of articulation.²

2.2. **Place Restriction.** Velars and uvulars are restricted in their place of articulation depending on adjacent vowels (Muhamedowa 2016). A key feature found in native Kazakh words is vowel harmony, whereby all vowels in a word are either front or back, and this affects whether a velar or uvular consonant appears. A word usually contains only front or back vowels, as the examples show in (2).

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front Vowels</td>
<td>Back Vowels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Velar Consonants</td>
<td>With Uvular Consonants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[emirʃek] ‘gristle’</td>
<td>[ʒomurtqa] ‘egg’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kyrek] ‘shovel’</td>
<td>[sarumsaq] ‘garlic’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[esɨk] ‘door’</td>
<td>[qalam] ‘pen’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kepemet] ‘amazing’</td>
<td>[qar新加] ‘paper’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tyңг] ‘night time’</td>
<td>[bɑɾistan] ‘column’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sęqis] ‘pasture’</td>
<td>[ɾɑlum] ‘scholar’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃɨɡɨt] ‘young’</td>
<td>[bɑlɨka] ‘hammer’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples above show that words containing front vowels have velars appearing and words containing back vowels have uvulars appearing (Muhamedowa 2016).

---

² Voiceless sounds are on the left side of the column and voiced sounds are on the right side of the column.
³ The literature is not clear in whether the voiceless fricative is velar or uvular place of articulation.
Vowel harmony and the distribution of velars and uvulars also play a role in morphologically complex forms. Front or back alternants in suffixes harmonise with the stem and assimilate in voicing to the directly proceeding consonant (see Muhamedowa 2016), as the dative marker examples show in (3).

(3) Harmony with the dative suffix -GA

a. FRONT VOWELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>ROOT-DAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[keme] ‘ship’</td>
<td>[keme-ɡe] ‘to the ship’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[jelek] ‘bucket’</td>
<td>[jelek-ke] ‘to the bucket’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sæbiz] ‘carrot’</td>
<td>[sæbiz-ɡe] ‘to the carrot’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. BACK VOWELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>ROOT-DAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɑwɑ] ‘air’</td>
<td>[ɑwɑ-ʁɑ] ‘to the air’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bas] ‘head’</td>
<td>[bas-ɡɑ] ‘to the head’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tuz] ‘salt’</td>
<td>[tuz-ɡɑ] ‘to the salt’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples above show that the realisation of the dative marker varies depending on which stem it attaches. With regard to the vowel, if the stem vowel is front, the suffix vowel is front [e], and if the stem vowel is back, the suffix vowel is back [ɑ]. With regard to the consonant, if the stem vowel is front, the suffix consonant is velar [k/ɡ], and if the stem vowel is back, the suffix consonant is uvular [q/ʁ]. With regard to voicing, if the stem ends with a voiceless consonant, the suffix consonant begins with voiceless [k/q], and if the stem ends with a voiced consonant or a vowel, the suffix consonant begins with voiced [ɡ/ʁ].

2.3. Voicing restriction. Velar and uvular consonants are restricted in voicing depending on the position of stem-final consonant in a word (Kara 2002). Another key feature found in Kazakh is the voicing alternation at the morpheme boundary, whereby voiced or voiceless velars and uvulars appear depending on whether the consonant appears word-finally or intervocalically. The two phonological phenomena examined are final devoicing and stem-final intervocalic voicing with a following vowel-initial suffix, as the examples show in (4).

(4) Examples of velar alternations (after Bekturova & Bekturov 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>INTERVOCALIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kɪwælɪk] ‘identity card’</td>
<td>[kɪwælɪɡim] ‘my identity card’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qasɯq] ‘spoon’</td>
<td>[qasɯʁɯ] ‘his/her spoon’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples above show word-final voiceless velars and uvulars appear and intervocalic voiced velars and uvulars appear when a vowel-initial suffix follows (Kara 2002). Voiceless and voiced pairs of velars and uvulars alternate with each other. However, it is unclear whether Kazakh has word-final devoicing or intervocalic voicing, or both. Also, nothing is known about whether the articulation of stem-final [x] alternates in voicing depending on its position in a word.

---

4. The realisation of the dative suffix -GA is dependent on the frontness of the preceding vowel of the word (A = e [-back], a [+back]) and whether the stem ends in a voiceless consonant (G = k [-back], q [+back]), or in a voiced consonant or a vowel (G = ɡ [-back], ʁ [+back]).
2.4. Loanwords. Loanwords and words containing [x] are exceptions to vowel harmony and can remain nonharmonic, like the examples shown in (5) (Kara 2002, Muhamedowa 2016).

(5) Loanwords in Kazakh (after Batayeva 2013, Kara 2002)

- [kitap] ‘book’ (Arabic)
- [kæmzl] ‘sort of blouse’ (Persian)
- [sumkæ] ‘bag’ (Russian)
- [tɑrix] ‘history’ (Arabic)

The examples above show that loanwords can contain front and back vowels. Nothing is known about whether the place of articulation of /x/ alternates depending on the surrounding vowel environment.5

3. Research questions and elicitation. This section provides brief details on the research questions and what was involved during the elicitation. The existing descriptions contain limited amounts of data. This does not allow for any concrete generalisations to be drawn about the full distribution of Kazakh velars and uvulars. Several questions remain unanswered: Are velars and uvulars contrastive intervocically? What happens to [x]? Is the restriction on velars next to front vowels and uvulars next to back vowels productive? Does next to the vowel mean before, after, or either?

To answer my research questions, I conducted two elicitation-based production experiments with a native Kazakh speaker using orthographic nonce word stimuli to obtain data for some preliminary results. The speaker was a 26 year old female who fluently speaks Russian as her second language and English as her third language at the time of the experiment. Before moving to Toronto, Ontario, Canada three years prior, she resided in the southern region city of Almaty where she spoke Kazakh at home and her formative grade school years, as well as her undergraduate and master’s degrees, were given in Kazakh. After moving to Canada, she obtained a post-secondary diploma and entered the workforce.

The first elicitation tested whether the place restriction found in real words can be extended to nonce words. This involved the speaker reading a list of 40 CVCV (20 Cvcv and 20 cvCv) and 40 CVCCVC (20 cvCcvc and 20 cvccvC) nonce words out loud, each token three times.6 The nonce words targeted velars and uvulars in different positions of the word (onset/coda, word-initial/-medial/-final). The second elicitation tested whether the voicing restriction found in real words can be extended to nonce words. The original 20 cvccvC nonce words were used and the task involved the speaker deriving the nonce words as if they were nouns (in plural -LAr and first person plural possessive -(I)mIz forms) and verbs (in past tense -DI, present/future with converb -A, and infinitive -ʊw forms).7 The data were analysed with the accompanying spectrograms using Praat (Boersma 2001).

---

5 /x/ has the same grapheme in Kazakh whether it appears adjacent to a front or back vowel. Additionally, Kazakh differentiates /k/, /ɡ/, /q/, and /ʁ/ with separate graphemes.
6 Uppercase C represents the position of the target velars and uvulars.
7 The different realisations of the plural suffix -LAr are -der/-dar/-ter/-tar/-ler/-ler, the different realisations of the first person plural possessive -(I)miz are -(I)miz/-muz, the different realisations of the past tense -DI are -du/-du/-tu/-tul, and the different realisations of the present/future with converb -A are -e/-e.
4. Acoustic results. This section provides details on the different acoustic properties examined, including closure duration (§4.1), voice onset time (§4.2), frication duration (§4.3), centre of gravity (§4.4), vowel duration (§4.5), and F2 transition into/out of target velars and uvulars (§4.6). The purpose of examining the different acoustic properties is to determine whether the speaker varies in the values regarding voiced and voiceless stops and fricatives.

4.1. Closure duration. This section presents the results for the closure duration of /k/, /ɡ/, and /q/. The word-initial stops were not included because of the difficulty in determining the beginning of a voiceless stop when the speaker produced the tokens in isolation.\(^8\) The variation of the stop closure duration can be an indication for the voicing feature of consonants (see Lehiste 1970, Maddieson 1997). The common pattern cross-linguistically reveals shorter closure durations for voiced stops relative to voiceless stops.

The results show overall that voiced stops have shorter closure duration and voiceless stops have longer close durations based on the median values. This can be shown in Figure 1 for the target velars and uvulars in different positions of the word.\(^9\)

![Figure 1. Stop closure durations of target velar and uvular consonants /k/, /ɡ/, and /q/](image)

voiceless consonant or a vowel. The infinitive does not have different realisations and is always -ow regardless of the frontness of the preceding vowel.

\(^8\) A reviewer commented about the possible difficulty to also determine the closure duration for word-final stops. In response, the speaker released their word-final stops and so I was able to code for the closure duration of word-final /k/, /ɡ/, and /q/, as well as the stop release/burst.

\(^9\) The following labels in each figure have the following meaning: Under Onsets, Stem initial refers to Cvcv nonce words, Stem internal refers to cvCv nonce words, and Stem-suffix refers to cvccvC-suffix nonce words where the suffix begins with a vowel and the stem-final consonant has been resyllabified into onset position, and, under Codas, Stem internal refers to cvCcvc nonce words, Stem final refers to cvccvC nonce words and Stem-suffix refers to cvccvC-suffix nonce words where the suffix begins with a consonant and the stem-final consonant remains in coda position. The vowel-initial suffixes include first person plural possessive -(I)mIz forms, present/future with converb -A forms, and infinitive -ow forms, and the consonant-initial suffixes include plural -Lar and past tense -Di.
The figure shows some exceptions to the generalisation. First of all, stem-internal values seem to follow the overall pattern whereby voiced stops have shorter closure duration values than voiceless stops. Second, the stem boundary shows some neutralisation effects, which is not surprising based on what we know about the voicing patterns. Stem-final coda voiced target consonants show longer closure duration values word-finally. This differs with stem-final target voiceless consonants that show shorter closure durations at the stem-suffix boundary in onset position with a following vowel-initial suffix. Third, closure durations at the stem-suffix boundary in coda position with a following consonant-initial suffix don’t show much of a difference when compared to stem-internal codas. These results are indications of word-final devoicing and intervocalic voicing with a following vowel-initial suffix but no voicing effects with a following consonant-initial suffix.

4.2. **Voice Onset Time.** This section presents the results for the voice onset time of /k/, /ɡ/, and /q/. Differing from the previous section that addresses the closure duration, the word-initial stops are included because you can measure the duration of the burst to the beginning of voicing. However, like the stop closure duration, voice onset time can also be an indication for voiced stops relative to voiceless stops (Cho and Ladefoged 1999). The common pattern reveals shorter voice onset time for voiced stops relative to voiceless stops. Furthermore, the closure of more posterior stops should have longer voiced onset time relative to the closure of more anterior stops.

The results show overall that voiced stops have shorter voice onset times and voiceless stops have longer voice onset time based on the median values. This can be shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Voice onset time of target dorsal consonants /k/, /ɡ/, and /q/](image)

The target stem-initial consonants clearly follow the generalisation across the board. However, the above figure shows some exceptions to the generalisations. First, stem-internal onsets follow the overall pattern whereby voiced stops have shorter voice onset time values than voiceless stops, but stem-internal codas deviate. Additionally, target stem-internal /k/ show shorter values
relative to /q/, although /q/ respects the generalisation for longer voice onset time values for voiceless stops. Second, the stem boundary shows some neutralisation effects. Similar to what we saw in the previous section, this is unsurprising based on what we know about the voicing patterns. Stem-final target voiceless consonants show shorter voice onset time at the stem-suffix boundary in onset position with a following vowel-initial suffix. However, it is unclear how stem-final dorsals pattern based on the range of values and the similar values relative to other positions in the word. Third, the voice onset time values at the stem-suffix boundary in coda position with a following consonant-initial suffix show a similar pattern to the closure durations when compared to stem-internal codas. Fourth, it is unsurprising that there is only one value for /q/ in onset position at the stem-suffix boundary because stem-final /q/ in Kazakh alternates with the voices uvular fricative /ʁ/ intervocalically when followed by a vowel-initial consonant. Thus, no stem-final /q/ would surface in the intervocalic position. These results are indications of word-final devoicing and intervocalic voicing with a following vowel-initial suffix but no voicing effects with a following consonant-initial suffix.

4.3. Frication duration. This section presents the results for the frication duration of /x/ and /ʁ/. The variation of the frication duration can be an indication for the voicing feature of consonants (see Klatt 1976, Akpanglo-Narty 1982). Manrique and Massone (1981) examined the duration of frication noise in Spanish voiced and voiceless fricatives and found “little or no overlap between duration ranges” (p. 1147) between the mean durations of voiced and voiceless fricatives. The expected pattern is shorter frication duration for voiced fricatives relative to voiceless fricatives.

The results show overall that voiced fricatives have shorter frication durations and voiceless fricatives have longer frication durations based on the median values. This can be shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Frication duration of target dorsal consonants /x/ and /ʁ/
The target stem-initial and stem-internal consonants clearly follow the generalisation across the board whereby voiced fricatives have shorter frication durants than voiceless fricatives. However, the stem boundary shows some neutralisation effects, which is not surprising based on what we know about the voicing patterns. Stem-final coda voiced target consonants show longer frication duration values word-finally. This differs with stem-final target voiceless consonants that show shorter closure durations at the stem-suffix boundary in onset position with a following vowel-initial suffix. Frication durations at the stem-suffix boundary in coda position with a following consonant-initial suffix don’t show much of a difference when compared to stem-internal codas. These results are indications of word-final devoicing and intervocalic voicing with a following vowel-initial suffix but no voicing effects with a following consonant-initial suffix.

4.4. CENTRE OF GRAVITY. This section presents the results for the centre of gravity of /x/ and /ʁ/ in all positions of the word. The centre of gravity can be an indication for differentiating the place of articulation feature of many fricatives. Location in pronunciation of a fricative affects the centre of gravity values (Gordon et al. 2002). As well, higher centre of gravity values are expected for voiceless fricatives, with their lack of low frequency energy, relative to voiced fricatives, with this low frequency energy (Gradoville 2011). Finally, higher centre of gravity values are expected for velars than for uvulars. More anterior articulations generally have their primary spectral peaks at higher energy frequencies than for more posterior articulations with lower energy frequencies (Gordon et al. 2002).

The results show overall that voiceless fricatives have higher centre of gravity values than voiced fricatives, and velars have higher centre of gravity values than uvulars, based on the median values. This can be shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Centre of gravity of target coronal consonants /x/ and /ʁ/](image)

The above figures show some exceptions to the generalisations for the dorsals. First, stem-internal values seem to follow the overall pattern whereby the voiceless fricative has higher cen-
tre of gravity values than the voiced fricative, as well as the velar has higher centre of gravity values than uvulars. Second, the stem-final uvular fricative shows higher centre of gravity values word-finally. This differs with stem-final target voiceless fricative that show lower centre of gravity values at the stem-suffix boundary in onset position with a following vowel-initial suffix. Third, stem-final velar and uvular fricatives that show similar centre of gravity values at the stem-suffix boundary in coda position with a following consonant-initial suffix that show slightly lower values, yet still similar, when compared to stem-internal codas. These results are indications of word-final devoicing and intervocalic voicing with a following vowel-initial suffix but no voicing effects with a following consonant-initial suffix.

4.5. Vowel Duration. This section presents the results for vowel durations preceding coda /k/, /ɡ/, /q/, /x/, and /ʁ/. Preceding onset consonants do not seem to exhibit any influence on a following vowel (e.g., Peterson and Lehiste 1960) so I restrict myself to examining vowel duration of vowels preceding coda consonants. Vowel duration preceding stops and fricatives in coda position can be an indication for the voicing feature of the consonants (e.g., Chen 1970, Raphael 1972, Wade 2017). The expected pattern is shorter vowel durations preceding voiceless consonants and longer vowel durations preceding voiced consonants. In addition, shorter vowel durations preceding stops and longer vowel durations preceding fricatives.

The results show overall that vowels have shorter durations preceding voiceless consonants and have longer durations preceding voiced consonants, based on the median values. This can be shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Vowel duration of target stop and fricative consonants /k/, /ɡ/, /q/, /x/, and /ʁ/](image)

The target consonants clearly follow the generalisation whereby vowels have shorter durations preceding voiceless consonants than preceding voiced consonants. However, the stem boundary shows some unanticipated results. Vowels showed longer durations overall preceding stem-final consonants while still following the overall generalisation. Based on what we know about vowel durations preceding voiced and voiceless consonants, it was unexpected to not see shorter vowel
durations preceding voiced consonants. Vowel durations preceding target voiced consonant did not have similar values with vowel durations preceding target voiceless consonants in the environment where word-final devoicing is expected, based on the stop and fricative results summarised in the previous sections above. Thus, these results indicate there is a lack evidence to show word-final devoicing. This could be in part due to the fact that the final syllable of a word in Kazakh is the position of word stress and so vowel duration will generally be longer.

4.6. **F2 Transition into/out of Consonants.** This section presents the results for the transition of the vowels into and out of /k/, /ɡ/, /q/, /ʁ/, and /x/. The F2 frequency, which determines the backness of the tongue body, shows to be the determining factor for distinguishing between velars and uvulars. The 10% onset of vowels adjacent to target onset velars and uvulars and the 90% offset of vowels adjacent to target coda velars and uvulars were measured. Kazakh allows different vowels to appear in initial syllables and non-initial syllables. The specific vowels used in the nonce words were /ɪ/, /ø/, /e/, /ɯ/, /ʊ/, and /ɑ/.

/ɪ/ and /ɑ/ are unrestricted in what syllable they may appear (as are /e/ and /ɯ/) but /ø/ and /ʊ/ can only appear in initial syllables.

The results show overall that front vowels have higher F2 values and back vowels have lower F2 values. This can be shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10.11

---

10 Kazakh has eleven monothong vowels (Bowman & Lokshin. 2013). Only six vowels were used in the nonce word create to reduce the number of nonce words altogether.
11 In the figures, /ø/ and /ʊ/ appear in the initial syllable position, while /e/ and /ɯ/ appear in the non-initial syllable positions.
Figure 7. F2 values at the 90% offset of vowels adjacent to velars

Figure 8. F2 values at the 10% onset of vowels adjacent to uvulars
Front vowels have higher F2 values adjacent to velars than uvulars and back vowels have lower F2 values adjacent to uvulars than velars. However, the above figures show some exceptions. First, /e/ adjacent to onset consonants at the stem-suffix boundary shows a greater range of F2 values relative to the other vowels. Additionally, /ɔ/ adjacent to word-internal coda consonants (whether it be stem-internal or at the stem-suffix boundary) also shows a greater range of F2 values. It is also unsurprising the range of values for dorsal consonants when considering that front vowels adjacent to uvular consonants and back vowels adjacent to velar consonants since these are unnatural combinations for native Kazakh words. The unexpected observation comes
from /x/, whereby the speaker assimilated its place of articulation based on the adjacent vowel. Thus, /x/ seems to pattern with velars adjacent to front vowels and with uvulars adjacent to back vowels. These results are indications that the F2 transitions into and out of velars and uvulars show different places of articulation and /x/ undergoes place assimilation depending on whether it is adjacent to front or back vowels.

5. Discussion. The production of nonce words by the native Kazakh speaker reveals that the place restriction was not productive (§5.1) but the voicing restriction was productive (§5.2). Even with very few tokens and one speaker, the voicing restriction ultimately contributes the most to the description of Kazakh.

5.1. Place of Articulation Restriction. The acoustic properties confirm the place restriction is not productive. The restriction that is observed in real words was not extended to nonce words. I expected the speaker to produce velar consonants in front vowel environments and uvular consonants in back vowel environments when reading from written stimuli. I also expected the segment’s voicing designation to not be an issue since voiced and voiceless dorsals can occur word medially within a root. The speaker invariably was able to produce the target velars and uvulars regardless of whether the adjacent vowels were front or back. The voiceless fricative /x/ showed a sign of place of articulation assimilation but this segment was produced as a voiceless fricative with no indication of varying freely with the voiceless uvular stop [q].

There are a few explanations for this. First, it is possible that the place restriction is no longer productive. The pattern whereby velars appear in front vowel environments and uvulars appear in back vowel environments would not be extended to new words. Second, it is possible that the speaker treated the nonce words as loanwords and so they would produce velars and uvulars faithfully, instead of adjusting their pronunciation, since the place of articulation restriction is not found in loanwords. In many languages, loanwords are often exceptional cross-linguistically and may allow less restrictive phonotactic requirements than for native words (see Kang 2011 for an overview). Third, neutralisation is no longer complete and this could be due to the task effect. This could stem from the effects of reading tasks using written stimuli and the influence that orthography can have on oral speech. If spelling suggests a difference, a speaker may make the distinction when speaking carefully (e.g., Roettget et al. 2014).

5.2. Voicing Restriction. The acoustic properties confirm the voicing restriction is productive. The restriction that is observed in real words was extended to nonce words. I expected the speaker to voice stem-final target velar and uvular consonants intervocally with a following vowel-initial suffix. The speaker produced voiceless velars and uvulars word-finally and voiced velars and uvulars intervocally with a following vowel-initial suffix. However, there were unexpected results. First, word-final /g/ devoiced to [k] but the word-final /ʁ/ did not neutralise to [q], but devoiced to [χ] instead when reading from written stimuli. Thus, the manner of articulation was maintained. Second, the speaker respected the voicing restriction by voicing stem-final /k/ and /q/ to [g] and [ʁ], respectively, intervocally with a following vowel-initial suffix. Third, the stem-final /x/ showed intervocalic voicing effects when followed by a vowel-initial suffix, matching real word production.

There are a few explanations for this. First, as seen above regarding the place of articulation restriction, it is possible that the speaker treated nonce words as loanwords, even though she was
asked to treat them as if they were real words. This can be seen from word-final /ʁ/ invariably devoicing to /χ/. This phenomenon can be modelled using a co-phonology approach (e.g., Inkelas & Zoll 2007) or indexed constraints (e.g., Flack 2007). The co-phonology approach captures diversity between native and loanword phonology by associating a lexical or morphological class with a different phonological grammar, while the indexed constraint approach captures diversity under a single constraint ranking for an entire language but a constraint within the ranking is indexed to an individual morpheme. Second, it is possible that neutralisation is incomplete. As seen above regarding the place of articulation restriction a reading task using written stimuli can show the influence orthography has on oral speech. This was demonstrated by the speaker producing [χ], instead of [q], word-finally, as well as her ability to produce velars adjacent to a back vowel and uvulars adjacent to a front vowel. Third, the morphological boundary constitutes a specific environment for voicing to occur, as opposed to the identical environment found word-internally. The following examples shown in (6) are the speaker’s production of target velars and uvulars in a small sample of nonce words.

(6) Intervocalic velar and uvular consonants within a word and at a morpheme

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  cvCv & cvccvC-v \\
  k: & [zi\text{ki}] & [soz\text{laq}] = -\text{umuz]} \\
  q: & [lo\text{qu}] & [zo\text{lb}e\text{r}] = -\text{muiz]} \\
  g: & [zo\text{ge}] & [soz\text{luq}] = -\text{umuz]} \\
  v: & [za\text{ka}] & [zi\text{lb}i\text{r}] = -\text{muiz]} \\
  x: & [bi\text{xi}] & [lo\text{bsa}r] = -\text{umuz]} \\
  \text{noun} & -1.\text{PL.POSS} & \text{‘our [noun]’}
\end{array}
\]

The local domain of the suffix can be characterised as a derived-environment effect since the voicing alternation is limited to the morpheme boundary and so the phonological process is conditioned morphologically (Burzio 2011).

6. Conclusion. This paper looked at the Kazakh velars and uvulars, in terms of the place of articulation and voicing phenomena. Existing descriptions contain limited amounts of data and so it is difficult to make any generalisation regarding the full distribution of velars and uvulars.

I conducted two elicitation-based production experiments using nonce words with a native Kazakh speaker to answer my research questions. Different acoustic properties, including closure duration, voice onset time, frication duration, centre of gravity, vowel duration and F2 values, were examined to determine whether the speaker varied in their production of target velars and uvulars that could distinguish place of articulation and voicing. The acoustic properties confirmed that the place of articulation restriction was not productive, but the voicing restriction was productive.
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